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brook was appointed Minister over them, refusing to serve under
' that ignorant man '. They won, and were transferred to the
Foreign Office—one more instance of the hand-to-mouthism of
LI. George. Went to Reform Club to see papers. Massingham
was so gloomy he could scarcely speak. The brothers McKenna
came in, intensely pessimistic. I was rather ashamed of them.
Spender's two articles in the Westminster were Ai for fortitude
and wisdom. I think more and more highly of this man. Then
to flat to dine. Electricity not working there. Gloom of
candles. M. very gloomy about the war. This sort of thing
always makes me cheerful.
Sybil Colefax gave a very good description of the All Clear
Signal in a few words at dinner. She said she was walking
with her husband in the streets towards the end of a raid.
Everything was quite silent. Then the searchlights began wink-
ing the " All clear " all about the sky. Then the sound of the
" All clear " bugles was heard. Then the footsteps of a man.
Then the footsteps of ten people, of twenty, of a hundred. The
town was alive again.
April 4th.   House of Commons.
Lloyd George's introduction of Man Power Bill, for conscripting
Ireland and raising military age etc. Policeman looks at card
outside. Then you go up in a lift. Through an outer room
with one or two journalists, hat pegs, etc. Then an inner room,
with two Morse instruments tapping, and then into Gallery, at
entrance of which your ticket is looked at again by an official
(very friendly with all reporters, and doing their little errands
etc.) in evening dress with a large insignia on his breast.
Two rows of seats with narrow desk all round. A few stand-
ing at either corner, including Spender, Gardiner and me.
Reporters passing in and out all the time, crushing past; a
horrible lack of space. No light in House of Commons except
through glass roof. No repose in Press Gallery. Sharp corner
of elaborate wood carving against which you knock your head
if you sit or lean in corners. Glimpse of Ladies' Gallery above,
with glimpse of a smart woman, past first youth, with com-
plexion soignl but going. Looking from left, I could just see •
LI. G., Churchill, Bonar Law, Cecil, Balfour etc., on right.
House full. 12 or so standing, between cross benches. (Gallery
opposite full. Side galleries half-full.) Two M.P.s wearing hats.
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